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Maryland offers writers a number of
literary and writing events every year that
allow us to network, hone our skills, learn
about the industry, and promote our work.
The Maryland Writers Conference is just
one of those events, and the 2011
conference, held at the University of
Baltimore's Thumel Business Center on
April 2, attracted attendees from all over
the state, as well as from Pennsylvania
and Virginia.

With a full day of programming and
networking opportunities for writers in a
variety of genres, as well as the chance to
pitch work to publishers, agents, or
editors, it's no surprise that this year's
conference was well attended and well
received. But what exactly goes into
making a writing conference or literary
festival a success?

Conference coordination is a complicated
endeavor. There are budgeting and
logistical issues to contend with, along
with the more creative aspects of finding
and selecting topics and speakers, and
organizing the event schedule, and
programming.

Coming up with interesting topics is key
when planning a conference. But Wilson
Wyatt, a past coordinator of the Bay to
Ocean Writers Conference
(www.baytoocean.com), says this process
is "more of an art than a science." Both
Nicole Schultheis, MWA President, and
Gregg Wilhelm, Executive Director of

CityLit Project (www.citylitproject.org) and
coordinator of CityLit Festival, agree.
Rather than predetermining a theme,
they've found that topics arise organically
based on the desires of previous
attendees, availability of speakers, and
current issues in the world of books and
publishing.

Choosing speakers goes hand-in-hand
with choosing topics, as one often
determines or influences the other.
Schultheis finds that an excellent gauge
of presenter quality is a recommendation
from trusted sources like writers'
associations, universities, or literary
organizations. A helpful question to ask
when considering any potential speaker,
according to Wilhelm, is: "Is the writer
good and has she something important to
say?" Demonstrated expertise in the
subject and the ability teach others are
also desirable qualities in conference
speakers. Presenters should have "the
ability to project knowledge and engage
writers in meaningful discussion," says
Wyatt.

Scheduling your keynote speaker in
advance is particularly important, says
Schultheis. "Keynote speakers often have
schedules planned out up to a year in
advance," she explains. "If you don't get
to them soon enough, you may risk not
getting your chosen speaker." Which
brings us to the importance of planning
ahead.

continued on next page

Writers are relyingmore andmore on social media and e-mail to stay in touchwith
colleagues, readers, editors, agents, and publishers. In this wired world, writing
conferences continue to play a vital role in their professional and social life. A
successful conference requires a significant commitment of time, energy, and
resources by dedicated volunteers and staff. MWA member and freelance writer
Ami Spencer talks with three experienced conference organizers -- Wilson
Wyatt,GreggWilhelm, andNicole Schultheis -- to find outwhatworks andwhy.
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MWA Board

Chapters
The Annapolis Chapter meets the second
Wednesday of each month at the
Maryland Hall for the Creative Arts,
Constitution and Greenfield Streets, Room
205, Annapolis, MD, (410) 263-5544. For
more information about upcoming
meetings, e-mail
mwaa@marylandwriters.org.

Meetings of the MWA Board are
announced in advance on the MWA
website, www.marylandwriters.org, and on
the MWA Announcements and MWA
Discussion Yahoo! groups. Contact the
MWA Secretary at
secretary@marylandwriters.org for more
information.

The Baltimore Chapter meets on the
fourth Mondays of every month (except
December) at 7:00 p.m. at the Towson
ARTS Collective, 410/406 York Road, in
Towson. For more information about
upcoming meetings, e-mail
mwab@marylandwriters.org.

The Frederick Chapter meets on the
fourth Wednesday of every month at
locations in and around Frederick,
including the C. Burr Artz Public Library
and the National Museum of Civil War
Medicine. For more information about
upcoming meetings, e-mail
mwaf@marylandwriters.org.

The Howard County Chapter meets on
the third Thursday of each month (except
November and December) at 7:00pm at
Sunrise Senior Living, 6500 Freetown
Road, in Columbia. For more information
about upcoming meetings, e-mail
mwahc@marylandwriters.org.

Don't miss the 2011 MWA ANNUAL MEETING! Details on p. 3
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Schultheis considers time and budget management to be the biggest challenges to a
successful conference. She suggests getting started early. "Have an action plan, a
calendar and a schedule from the beginning of the fiscal year," she advises. "The whole
process should begin at least nine months in advance."

Once the process gets rolling, cultivating a solid staff of volunteers ensures the
preparatory work gets done and the conference itself goes off without any major issues.
According to Wyatt, "a conference needs the energy and talents of many people. A
coordinator must have active, dedicated volunteers on many different tasks." Without
volunteers, there would be no conference or festival at all, much less a successful one.

In the end, if attendees canwalk away having gained something,whether a request formore
work from an agent, inspiration for a new story, new connections with writers andmentors,
or simply theexperienceof seeingandhearinga favorite author speak, thenall thehardwork
and planning pays off. Ms. Shultheis sums it up perfectly: "I love when we hear from
attendees that they received new ideas and new energy or inspiration. If we can succeed
in doing that, I think that makes the conference a success."

# # #
Ami Spencer is a freelance writer based in Baltimore. Visit her website at
www.amispencer.com.

Where Did I Go Wrong?

This is you going wrong:

• The rules are probably the same as
the last five contests I entered. Why
bother reading them again?

• It says "no name," but how will they
know you're the author?

• The PDF always equals the same
number of pages as the Word
document, right?

• What's the big deal with grammer;
and speling!?! I looked it over and it
looks good to me. I always got
excellent grades in my creative
writing class. Hey, I learned these
rules in eighth grade.

• I'm supposed to write what I know,
right? All my friends say "you know"
and "really" and "actually." I know
who my characters are. The judges
can see and hear them as clearly as I
can. I'm no doctor, but this technique
worked on the "Scrubs" rerun, so I'm
going for it. Did I remember to change
Bill's name to Jacob? No time to
check now. It will be okay.

• I've won prizes and been published.
This contest is my big chance. I want

to be as famous as Susan Sontag. I'll
be recognized for the new ground I'm
breaking on behalf of my race, gender
and social class.

This is me giving you sensible advice:

• Read and follow the rules. Ask the
coordinator if you don't understand.

• Learn to use The Chicago Manual of
Style for questions of grammar. Enlist
a trustworthy proofreader.

• Use what you know as a starting
point; i. e. use dialogue to move the
narrative forward by revealing the
personalities and relationships of the
characters. Research. Re-read. Rely
on other writers for feedback.

• Realize that judging is a subjective
art. Every contest's judges are
individuals with pet peeves and
perverse attractions

# # #

Sonia Linebaugh is a writer, poet, and the
MWA Program Chair. She relied on a lot of
writers for help with the 2011 Novel and
Short Works Contests.

by Sonia Linebaugh
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Or: Why Didn't I Win a Prize in the MWA Contest?



Your Freelance Career

YA: what is that? It’s the young adult
market which ranges from ages 12 to 18.
If you write for 12- to 13-year-olds, realize
that parents may be heavily involved in
their child’s reading selections, so in most
cases if you want to promote your book
to this age group – keep it a bit clean.
Older youths will usually mix it up a bit
between reading YA-focused books and
adult books. You can use all of the
taboos that you can’t for the younger age
group with kids 14yrs and up. There are
also many sub-genres to consider when
writing YA. Those include: adventure,
romance, humor, mystery, historical,
contemporary, fantasy, and science
fiction.

Prepare To Write YA

Take time to observe the group you are
writing about. When writing for teenagers
realize that they are very picky about
sounding old or goofy. This is easy for me
because I have four kids, and two of them
are within the age group I write for. They
are the best sources of information on
language, what’s interesting, what not to
say, how far to push it and so on. Not to
mention, I also observe their interaction
with their friends, siblings and adults. It is
enlightening and it has given me great
material.

Use Kids To Beta Your Work

The best feedback I have ever gotten for
my work came from my kids’ friends. I

allowed many of them to beta for me. I
even bribed some with free movie tickets
in order to get them to do it. Getting
feedback from this group is invaluable. I
gave them a checklist to fill out, and a
facebook page to update with question or
comments, and also invited them to give
me feedback on my cover. The results
were outstanding.

Ask Kids Where They Buy Books, Or If
They Will Help You Market Your
Product

Several of my teenage betas loved my
book so much that they offered to start
an email chain about my book. They also
posted it on their facebook and twitter
accounts. I was floored, because I didn’t
even ask for this. They offered it.

Remember, if you are writing for young
people, the best judge of how your book
will do in the market comes from your
market group. Also, when acquiring an
agent or publisher you can refer to the
large amount of young betas who
reviewed your work. So grab your nieces,
nephews, kids, cousins, or anyone who
has kids and write that YA novel.

# # #

LM Preston is author of the YA novels The
Pack, Bandits, and Explorer X-Alpha. Visit
her website at www.lmpreston.com.

Writing for the YA Market
by Paul Lagasse

by LM Preston
Taming the E-Mail Monster
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Business Meeting:
MWA President Nicole Schultheis wll give her Annual Report followed by an
opportunity to meet board volunteers and ask questions about plans for the
upcoming year.

Outdoor Barbecue:

FAMILIES INVITED! MWA will provide the meat, the wine, and the coals. You
bring the rest. Hiking is also encouraged. There are trails to hike and history to
learn, an old abandoned graveyard to explore, and the Banneker Museum to
tour for free.

No rain date. Hardy souls will dispatch themselves to an area restaurant to talk
about the ones who are not present.

RSVP toNicole Schultheis at president@marylandwriters.org.

# # #

Writing skills may open doors for you, but
professionalism keeps them from slamming
shut. In this column, Paul Lagasse of Active
VoiceWriting&Editorial Servicescovers the
business basics that he’s learned over a
decade of making a living writing freelance.
Find out more at www.avwrites.com.

If you were hit by a bus tomorrow, would
your client be able to find that important
report you were writing for them? If your
client insists that he told you to follow the
MLA style guide, can you produce the e-
mail thread that proves that everyone
agreed on APA style six months ago?

Good e-mail management is more than
just cleaning out your inbox. It's about
creating an insurance policy for your
freelance business. After all, you can't
prove what you can't find.

Here are the essential ingredients of the
e-mail management system that I use.
Most recent e-mail applications should be
able to perform these operations, though
the setup will vary depending on the
program and type of computer you use.

• Folders by Function. In addition to a
main inbox, I have separate folders
for personal, work (one for client
work, one for my own projects), and
volunteer-related e-mails.

• Tags. Each client gets a tag, as does
each of my projects. That way, when
I search within a folder I can sort or
filter by the specific task.

• Color Coding. In addition to tags,
every client gets a color. Visual cues
come in handy when scanning
quickly through a stack of new
messages.

• Address Book Groups. I assign
people to groups: family and friends,
by client, or by organization.

• Inbox Rules. Tying it all together, I've
set up rules to route ncoming
messages to the appropriate folder
based on the Address Book group to
which they have been assigned.

These basic organizational techniques
can help you manage your e-mail, not the
other way around.



MWA News

Dear Members,

We've completed another successful year of
programs, publishing and growth at MWA.
Chapter events are livelier than ever, with
open mic sessions, workshops, and
presentations on a wide variety of topics. A
recent sampling:
• Cathy Wiley, "Marketing And Selling Your Book

on E-Readers, " Baltimore (January)
• Jeri-Smith Ready, "How to Write Fantasy for

Teens and Adults, " Frederick (February)
• Linda Shertzer, "Keeping Sexual Tension in

Writing, " Howard County (February).
• Laura Oliver, "Telling the Story Only You Can

Tell: How to Use the Past, " Annapolis (April)
Attendees sent positive feedback. For example,
following novelist Linda Shertzer's presentation to
the Howard County chapter in February, Angela
Render wrote, "It was a lot of fun and great
company . . . For those of you who weren't there,
you missed out! "
Our Publications Committee hit a home run this
year, settling upon the theme for our new poetry
anthology last fall, choosing an editor, soliciting
and sorting through contributions, and then
managing to get it copy edited, proofread,
published, printed and available in time for the
Maryland Writers Conference at The University of
Baltimore on April 2. The first several boxes sold
out in one month, and it continues to sell well. The
energetic, state-wide readings organized by editor
Laura Shovan and contributing poets have since
taken on a life of their own.
Our Annual Conference was a success as well.
With over 40 speakers, presenters, and guests,
including lunchtime "buskers" and readers of
poetry from the new anthology, it was a well-
received networking event which resulted in
several follow up solicitations to authors from

participating editors and agents. (I have
other things to say about the conference
in my interview by Ami Spencer, who
spoke with me at length for the article
which appears in this issue.) The
University of Baltimore provided us with a
great venue, and proved an able sponsor.

Despite certain snags with books sales through
Barnes & Noble, we hope to hope to host events
at UB again in the future.
Meanwhile -- which you know because you are
reading this -- Editor Paul Lagasse is doing a
fantastic job editing Pen In Hand this year.
Although we are no longer mailing printed copies,
they are downloadable from our website (archived
copies are available, too). Because they are so
pretty in print, a number of hard copies are being
made available at chapter meetings.
Finally, we succeeded in applying for, receiving,
and completing the required administrative
reporting on our first year's grant funding from the
Maryland State Arts Council. We look forward to
working with MSAC again over the course of the
coming year.

Nicole Schultheis
MWA President

May 2011

President's Message
by Nicole Schultheis, MWA President 2010-2012
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MWA's membership year runs from July 1 through
June 30. Please be sure to renew your membership
before then to remain a member in good standing!
Dues are $40 per year. MWA does not prorate the
dues, although people who join after March 1 will
receive an extension through the following year.
Not sure if your membership is up-to-date? E-mail
Membership Chair Eileen McIntire at
membership@marylandwriters.org to find out.
Visit www.marylandwriters.org to renew online or to
download a printable renewal form that can be mailed
with payment.

It's Time to Renew Your Membership!



The Frederick Chapter has had an exciting first quarter
of the year, hosting two multi-published authors. Q&A
followed both presentations, and would have
continued well into the night, had our venues not
urged us to leave.

We were fortunate to host both Jerri-Smith Ready in
February (after several snows and winter storms
required cancellation of the January event and
threatened the February event) ; and Elaine Isaak,
who happened to be visiting the DC area in April. She
hails from New Hampshire.

Jerri-Smith Ready talked about "A Year in the Life of
a Published Author" at the Museum of Civil War
Medicine in Frederick. She showcased the fun (and
stress!) of writing both for adults and young adults,
and juggling deadlines for two books (at two different
publishing houses) as well as several short stories -- all
in the same year.

She appeals to all ages with her paranormal and
human fantasy works and has written Wicked Game,
Bad To The Bone, Bring On The Night, The
Reawakened, and Shade (YA).

Multi-published author Elaine Isaak talked to a full
house at the Frederick Community College in April
about "10 Mistakes I Made in Getting Published So
You Don't Have To." Her presentation was both
informative and witty.

Elaine has three novels in publication: The Singer's
Crown, The Eunuch's Heir, and The Bastard Queen.
She is contracted for a new series coming out later
this year. She's written a slew of short fiction and non-
fiction about writing.

The Frederick Chapter continues to search for a full-
time venue, as budget cuts have limited times we can
use the Frederick Library. An open-mic night is being
planned for the upcoming months.

Annapolis Chapter

by Leslie Payne, Chapter Secretary

Frederick Chapter
by Kelly A. Harmon, Chapter Secretary

# # #
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The Annapolis Chapter of MWA has established itself
as a thriving chapter with stellar speakers and
excellent leadership; the past few months have
underscored this fact.

In April, author and guest speaker Laura Oliver
packed the room to overflowing. Ms. Oliver,
an accomplished teacher, spoke on
"Telling the Story Only You Can Tell:
How to Use the Past."

May's speaker proved to be equally
interesting. Tim Zimmerman has
written for numerous magazines
including U.S. News and World
Report, Outside Magazine, and Sports Illustrated. His
love for politics, sailing, and outdoor adventure offered
plenty of entertaining and suspenseful stories. He

offered solid advice on "Surviving the Electronic
Revolution."

For the past two years, Vicki Duncan has served
as President of the Annapolis Chapter and led
the organization in a stellar, professional manner.
Under her leadership Hank Parker
(Programming), JoAnne Alloway (Publicity),
Ellen Scarano (Membership), Leslie Payne
(Secretary), Jenny Brown (Treasurer), and
Kimbra Cutlip (Development) have easily fulfilled
their duties.

It is with the satisfaction of a job well done this
team passed the baton to new leadership during

the May chapter meeting. We know they will continue
with excellence and offer Annapolis area writers new,
exciting opportunities.



Creative Writing/Member News

GIRL A sat in a chair, hair pinned in large clumps while a tall
short-haired blonde in cork platform sandals, tan bell
bottoms and tan crocheted shirt worked with a scissors.

GIRL B sat on the floor with her back against the wall. Her
white-shirted shoulder and one suntanned leg with black
shorts showed on the other side of the chair.

She said, "So I told him I had to have the key because I feel
so insecure. I have to get copies made because I'm not
going to be left stranded by him again for over an hour. It
was so sad. I mean, I didn't want it to end this way. I feel so
sad."

GIRL A: Murmur. Murmur.

"I did most of the talking but he did apologize. I mean, he
said he was sorry a lot. He said some things about me, too.
We had this conversation once before. He said I'd say I'll be
right back, and then I'd just leave him and go talk to other
people. But we danced all evening. I was having a great
time till then. I mean, maybe I was drinking too much. I was
just enjoying myself. But he didn't like the way I was acting
and he just left. Left me stranded."

Murmur. Murmur.

"Yes. He did apologize. I really didn't want to end it, but I
can't just go out and find that he's left me stranded. I mean,
I was there for an hour before he came back. No, he didn't
apologize then. He apologized today."

"Maybe he was too upset last night."

"Yeah. He was probably upset but I was just having a good
time. " The words ran on like a song on the radio, repeating,
looping, coming again and again to the refrain: "Stranded.
Stranded. Don't want to be stranded. Stranded. Stranded.
Don't want to be stranded."

The tall blonde swung GIRL A around to the mirror. "It's
perfect, " said the blonde. "Wash and wear. Use your
fingers to sweep it back on the sides. No trouble."

GIRL A looked in the mirror. Looked at the piles of perfect
brunette hair surrounding the chair. Looked in the mirror.
Didn't say a word.

GIRL B, oblivious, repeated her refrain.

by Sonia Linebaugh

Would you like to see your poem, short-short story, or
essay in Pen in Hand?
Our ideal is to match Pen in Hand to the needs and interests of
MWA members.
Submissions should be in unformatted text and included in the
body of an e-mail message. Please include a brief bio. If line art
or halftoneswill accompany your submission, please specify that
in your e-mail and the editor will provide formatting guidelines.
include "PIH" in the e-mail subject line and send to Paul Lagasse
at peninhand@marylandwriters.org.
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Eavesdropping at the Beauty Shop

Sonia Linebaugh's most recent published work can be found in the
MWA anthology Life in Me Like Grass on Fire.

The train is empty now. Quiet. But once those doors open,
it'll be a whole different story. Business people and
vacationers and all sorts of travelers will stampede aboard
these empty hulls and fill them with life. Every crowd is
different, but somehow they're all the same. I've been
working on the train since the company started, way back in
the seventies -- I'll probably be working the line as long as I
live. So I know all about the passengers being alike and
different at the same time.

There's something about a train that moves people. Harry
Truman once said, "You get a real feeling of this country and
the people in it when you are on a train." The President got
at something there, but I'm not sure he really understood it
the way I do. He rode the rails, but I live on them. My best
friends are lonely travelers. I'm no scholar, philosopher, or
whistle-stop politician -- just a conductor who likes to talk to
people. But I know a thing or two about the sort of person
who takes a train.

The train has a way of transforming a person. Sometimes
passengers become aware of things they didn't know before
boarding. Something about the stillness on a moving train,
being around people and alone at the same time. They're
neither here nor there in transition. That frees them up to do
things or say things they might not ordinarily do or say.

Well, it's time. These empty cars won't be quiet much
longer.

The Conductor

# # #

by Eric D. Goodman

Eric D. Goodman is a full-time writer and editor. He reads regularly
on WYPR’s The Signal, and his fiction has been featured in The
Baltimore Review, The Pedestal Magazine, The Potomac, JMWW,
Smile Hon You’re in Baltimore, Scribble, Grub Street, Freshly
Squeezed, Slow Trains, Barrelhouse, and both of MWA’s
anthologies. “The Conductor” is an excerpt from Tracks, a novel in
stories. Tracks will be released by Atticus Books on June 30, 2011
and is available now. Learn more at www.tracksnovel.com.

# # #



Elevator Etiquette

by Rosemary Mild
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# # #
Rosemary and Larry Mild are co-
authors of Cry Ohana, Adventure and
Suspense in Hawaii (new!) and the
Paco & Molly Murder Mysteries
Boston Scream Pie, Locks and Cream
Cheese, and Hot Grudge Sunday. Visit
their website at www.magicile.com.

In search of:
100 Baltimore City Poets!

The Baltimore City Historical Society is creating an archive of poetry
written and published by local poets. If you would like your work to be

considered for this collection, please contact:

Rosalind Ellis Heid
250 S. President Street #701
Baltimore, MD 21202-4462

410.625.9262

Thank you!

I’m standing at the second-floor
elevator in a puddle of swimming pool
water. I had ducked out of the mystery
writers’ convention at the Marriott for
a quick dip, toweled off, then slipped
nylon shorts over my wet swimsuit.

The elevator doors open. Ah, space
for one more. I step in, the doors
close. Oh, no, I’ve miscalculated. The
elevator is so full I can’t turn around to
face forward.

And what’s worse, just to my left,
behind the panel of floor buttons,
stands a bride. Her white satin
wedding gown flares out at the hips, a
quarter-inch from my now water-
soaked shorts; her lace hem almost
tickles my squeegie-ing flip-flops. The
groom hovers anxiously behind her,
elegant in his Army dress uniform with
gold braid looped at the shoulders.
Are they en route to the ceremony? Or
fleeing from the reception? I can’t
quite tell.

My brain lurches into overdrive. How
many rules of elevator etiquette have I
already broken? About fifty.
Fineliving.com’s first rule: “Face
forward and don’t stare.” Good
Housekeeping.com’s rule number two:
“If the car’s crowded, ask someone to
push the button for your floor.” Does
that mean I should snap a command
to the bride? “Five, please!”

With no way to escape, I murmur an
apology in my best Miss Manners
imitation: “Oh, dear, I should have
waited for the next one.” Whereupon I
silently pray that I won’t spray
indelible chlorinated drops on her
shimmering gown.

But she shrugs prettily, waves her
hand over her billowing skirt, and
says, “This thing? It’s already dirty.”
Grace under pressure, as Hemingway
would say. Her groom beams with joy.

Back to the Bay

by Lynn Stearns

You know you can never go back home again, you can't expect it to be like it was, it
won't be the same, you won't be . . .

Foot's been tapping the brake all the way to the bridge. Am I making a mistake? Maybe
so, maybe no.

Sunlight shines on silver spans straight ahead, promising a sweet completeness. I grow
weak in the knees, release the pressure on the brake, and press harder on the
accelerator.

You can't go, you shouldn't expect, you won't . . .

Feather white clouds carry me the rest of the way across and with one right turn, I leave
the traffic behind, heave a sigh as I ride down the old country road past cornfield stalks
saluting. Pull the car to the side in such a hurry, dust flies high in the air.

Come on, cover me dust. I don't care. Dust of sand boxes and hopscotch squares drawn
with a stick, dust that cradled a circle of string surrounding my marbles. Dust of time's an
old friend of mine.

You can't, you shouldn't. . .

Kick off my shoes and follow the path, making flat-footed sounds on the hard packed
earth, so familiar now, but almost lost for good. Honeysuckle vines and backdrop of
green pines waving me on, wild rose bushes with buds of lipstick pink throwing kisses.
Haven't had air this sweet, this deep in my lungs for far too long.

Around the bend, down the hill, the familiar thrill of childhood, waiting, welcoming.

You can't . . .

Breeze flaps the skirt across my knees and I strike out, straight ahead to the warm, tan
sand, waves rushing in to meet me, greet me. Shore birds are squawking, talking 'bout
the long lost one, come home.

I wade in, sink my feet in deep and as the waves weave the reflection of the sky into
themselves, I know without a doubt, You can, oh yes you can go back home again.

!

# # #
Lynn Stearns leads memoir and story construction workshops at the Writer's Center and
Strathmore Hall in Montgomery County, and serves as an associate fiction editor for the
Potomac Review. She is also currently working on a novel in flash fiction and a collection
of stories based on Eastern Shore memories. "Back To The Bay" originally appeared in
Tapestries, an anthology published by the Massachusetts Cultural Council in 2007.



MWA Member's Writing Seminar

at Barnes & Noble a Success

by Justin Kramon

MWA member Justin Kramon, author of the novel
Finny (Random House, 2010), held a writing seminar at
the Johns Hopkins Barnes & Noble on Sunday, May
15. Here's Justin's report:

# # #

We had a great seminar at the Johns Hopkins Barnes
& Noble on Sunday. Thirty writers of all different ages
and writing backgrounds came out to listen and talk.

"I split the seminar in half: the first part was about
submitting to magazines; the second part was about
submitting books to publishers. I shared a lot of
information, including the query letter I used to submit
to agents, my cover letters for magazine submissions,
lists of agents and magazines, places to submit fiction,

and lots of other practical things that I had found
helpful in getting my novel published by Random
House.

We talked about strategies for submissions and also
ways to deal with rejection. I had great questions from
the audience, and they were really pleased with the
amount of material and advice we were able to fit into
90 minutes.

I signed copies of my novel afterward, and several
people stayed around to chat. It was a lot of fun.

If other critique groups or chapters of the MWA would
enjoy having me offer this type of seminar to their
group, they can feel free to contact me at
justin@justinkramon.com.
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